10996NAT Certificate IV in Christian Ministry

Entering Public Life Stream (Influencer Stream)
NAT10996021 Explore the role of godly leadership in influencing a nation
Identify the impact of Biblical heritage on the formation and development of Australia as a nation.
(Role of Godly Leadership)

NAT10996022 Develop knowledge of government structure and democratic processes
Develop knowledge in basic government structure and of democratic processes in Australia.
(Understanding Government)

NAT10996023 Develop skills and strategies to be a voice of influence
Gain the skills and knowledge required to develop skills and strategies to bring change in a moral or
social issue. (Voice of Influence)

Core units
NAT10996001 Apply knowledge of the character of God to one’s own authority
Develop knowledge of the character of God and the impact of this on your Biblical authority and faith.
(Part A - Character of God) (Part B - Power of Your Words) (Part C - Authority of the Believer)

NAT10996002 Plan for personal character development
Develop knowledge of principles for Christian moral character and behaviour and relate them to your
own life for personal development. Identify scriptural concepts of wisdom to improve quality of life.
(Part A - Developing Christian Character) (Part B - Book of James) (Part C – Biblical Sexuality)

NAT10996003 Explore motivational gifting and personal potential
Recognise the significance of the motivational gifts and gain knowledge of factors relating to the
development of your own potential. (Part A - Reaching Your Full Potential) (Part B - Discovery of Your
Gifts)

NAT10996004 Develop knowledge of the Holy Spirit
Understand the person and work of the Holy Spirit and the application of His gifts, and develop
sensitivity to the leading of the Holy Spirit. (Part A - Ministry and the Holy Spirit) (Part B - Leadership of
the Holy Spirit) (Part C - Holy Spirit & His Gifts)

NAT10996005 Apply knowledge of the life of Christ
Recognise the significance of the life of Christ and God’s covenant with man in the present day and
apply this knowledge to yourself and others. (Part A - Christ the Healer) (Part B - The Life of Christ) (Part
C - The Atonement)

NAT10996006 Implement worship and prayer principles
Implement the Biblical principles of thanksgiving, praise, worship, and prayer. (Prayer and Praise)
NAT10996007 Prepare to evangelise
Develop in evangelism and communication of a personal testimony. (Part A - Sharing Your Faith) (Part
B - Practical Preaching)
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NAT10996008 Develop knowledge of one’s identity in Christ
Develop knowledge of basic Biblical doctrines including the concepts of the new birth and the right
standing of all believers. (Part A - New Creation Realities) (Part B - Righteousness) (Part C - Bible
Doctrines)

NAT10996009 Develop strategies for spiritual growth
Develop knowledge of the spiritual growth process and relate concepts for spiritual development to
one’s own life. (Part A - Growing Up Spiritually) (Part B - Walking in Love)
NAT10996010 Apply people skills for effective teamwork
Communicate and work effectively within a team, building and maintaining relationships based on
respect and trust. (People Skills)
NAT10996011 Apply knowledge of grace and faith
Develop knowledge of grace and faith and apply to one’s own life. (Part A - Faith Lifestyle) (Part B Understanding Grace)

NAT10996012 Apply scriptural principles for financial prosperity

Apply scriptural principles with the goal of achieving financial prosperity. (Economics &
Scriptures)
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